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Abstract
Complications of stomas can be divided into early (occurring within thirty days) and late (occurring after thirty days). Parastomal herniation of small bowel is a rare early complication of abdominal stomas. There have been no previous reports of such a case in the literature to date. This article presents two cases of this complication which occurred recently at the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital. A literature review of abdominal stomas is also presented.

CASE STUDIES
Case 1 was an 88-year-old Caucasian male who had an elective end colostomy for chronic faecal incontinence. He had a past history of a TURP (which had resulted in damage to the neck of the bladder), chronic pancreatitis, bilateral cataracts and a pacemaker. The procedure was performed laparoscopically. During the procedure there was some slight oozing, a loaded colon was found and mesenteric bleeding was stopped with diathermy and ties. The stoma was secured with vicryl to the sheath and monocryl to the skin. No problems were reported during the procedure. On day 2, postoperatively, the patient suffered a paracolostomy herniation of 15cm of small bowel, in the superior left region of the colostomy; 5-7cm of the apex was dusky and oedematous. A stitch was removed, the small bowel initially covered with soaked saline swabs and then reduced. The colostomy was repaired and the fascia closed with 3 stitches of 0-1 vicryl. He went home later that week.

Case 2 was a 78-year-old Caucasian woman who was admitted via the emergency assessment unit for faecal content in her urine, fresh PR bleeding, weight loss of 1 stone in 3 weeks and lower abdominal pain. She had a past medical history of COPD, diverticulitis, hypertension, osteoarthritis and had a previous haemorrhoidectomy and hysterectomy. A flexible sigmoidoscopy showed a rectal cancer with a colo-vaginal fistula, with bloods showing a septic picture. She was declared unfit for elective surgery, but after her condition deteriorated, had an emergency defunctioning colostomy formation and rectal washout on day 15 of admission. Five days after this, she had a paracolostomy herniation of small bowel after the bridge of the colostomy was removed. Small bowel was viable and reduced and the rectus sheath was repaired with 0 PDS interrupted sutures and the colostomy was matured. She was transferred to HDU (High Dependency Unit) after surgery but died 3 days later. The death certificate was 1a) Multi-organ failure 1b) Malignant colo-vaginal fistula 1c) cancer of rectum 2) Hyponatraemia.

DISCUSSION
Acute parastomal herniation of small bowel is a rare condition. There have been no previous reported cases in the literature. The reasons why two such cases could have been seen close together is still not fully understood. Possible causative factors include surgeon-related factors such as surgical technique, and patient-related factors such as having conditions which cause increased abdominal pressure (e.g. bladder damage or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). After seeing these two cases, we decided to review the literature on stomas.

There are several types of stoma, which can be divided into abdominal and non-abdominal. Abdominal stomas can be further subdivided into those which are used for feeding, irrigation or diversion/exteriorisation. This article reviews the current knowledge around the three main types of abdominal stoma used today - colostomies, ileostomies and urostomies, and updates the reader on recent advances in alternatives to ostomies.

HISTORY OF OSTOMIES
Until the late 1700s, bowel obstruction was almost always fatal. Physicians had no knowledge of antibiotics or sterile techniques, so they avoided any surgery that entered the peritoneum. Instead, they prescribed heavy metal such as mercury, laxatives and enemas to help move stool through the bowels. These did more harm than good. A French surgeon named Pilore performed the first colostomy surgery in 1776, by bringing out the caecum onto the skin, after all other treatment attempts had failed to help his patient. After surgery, the patient used what was probably the first stoma appliance: a sponge held to the opening with an elastic bandage to absorb any leakage. However, two weeks later the patient died of mercury induced bowel gangrene. The first successful colostomy was performed by another French surgeon, Duret, in 1793 on an infant born without a rectum, who went on to live until the age of forty-five. The first recorded ileostomy was not until almost ninety years later, preformed by a German surgeon, Baum, in 1879, for a malignant bowel obstruction; however, the patient died nine weeks later due to peritonitis from an anastomotic leak. The first urostomy was performed in 1851 on a child with congenital malformations but the child died soon after anyway.

Today, modern surgical techniques make ostomies a much safer procedure. Postoperative care has improved. Patients have access to specialised stoma nurses. Laparoscopic surgery is playing a greater role. Alternatives to ostomies are also becoming available.

**DEFINITION & EPIDEMIOLOGY**

A stoma is a surgically created opening, which connects a viscus to the outside environment. Each year in the UK, around 12,000 colostomies are performed, around half being permanent. Around 6000 ileostomies are performed each year in the UK, and around 2000 urostomies per year. Emergency surgery (for bowel obstruction or perforation) comprises 10-15% of all stomas. The cost per stoma appliance is around £1300 per year.

**INDICATIONS**

The most common underlying conditions resulting in the need for abdominal stoma surgery are colorectal cancer, bladder cancer and inflammatory bowel disease.

Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in the UK. Each year there are over 20,000 new cases of colorectal cancer in men and over 16500 new cases in women in the UK. Bladder cancer is the fifth most common cancer in the UK. Each year there are around 10,100 new cases of bladder cancer in the UK. Ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease are the most common reasons for ileostomy formation. Each year 5,000 people develop ulcerative colitis in the UK, and in total, inflammatory bowel diseases affect approximately one in 500 people in the UK.

Generally, colostomies are performed if a more distal section of the colon has been removed or if a portion of the colon has been operated upon and needs to be rested until it is healed. In the latter case, the colostomy is often temporary and is usually reversed at a later date. Ileostomies are performed where disease or injury has rendered the entire colon incapable of functioning, typically because it has been partially or wholly removed. A urostomy is made in cases where long-term drainage of urine through the bladder and urethra is not possible.

**TYPES OF STOMA**

A colostomy connects a part of the colon to the skin. Colostomies can be end, loop, or double barrelled. An end colostomy is usually permanent and produced after an abdomino-perineal excision e.g., for a low rectal cancer. A Hartmann’s procedure is performed after a resection of bowel when immediate anastomosis is not possible; the proximal end is brought onto the skin as a stoma and the distal end is left inside to heal. A loop colostomy is produced usually without a resection having been performed but where an inoperable rectal carcinoma is likely to obstruct. It usually has a bridge beneath it to prevent retraction for the first week or so, and has two openings. A Hartmann’s procedure is where the sigmoid colon is resected and the proximal end is brought out onto the skin, leaving the distal end inside. It is temporary, allowing the bowel to heal before re-anastomosis and has one opening. If both ends are long enough to be brought out, this is called a double-barrel colostomy and is preferred to a Hartmann’s procedure. Generally colostomies are usually constructed on the left hand side of the abdomen. They have a solid effluent which is intermittent. They are sutured flush with the skin.

In an ileostomy, a part of the small bowel is brought out onto the skin. Ileostomies can be loop or end. In a loop ileostomy, a loop of small bowel is brought out onto the skin. This is usually temporary. There will be two openings. An end ileostomy is usually permanent, created after a
panproctocolectomy has been performed and an ileal pouch cannot be created e.g. because of Crohn’s disease. There will be one opening. Ileostomies are usually constructed on the right hand side of the abdomen. Their effluent is continuous and semi-solid. They are on a spout, to avoid irritating the skin. They are also known as a Brooke’s ileostomy.

A urostomy connects the urinary system to the skin. There are several types including nephrostomy (between the renal pelvis and skin), ureterostomy (ureters and skin) and vesicostomy (urethra and skin). The most common is a ureterostomy, which can be created in several ways. It can be an ileal conduit (the ureters are detached from the bladder and joined to a short length of ileum), a single ureterostomy (only one ureter is brought to the surface), a bilateral ureterostomy (one ureter is brought out in each side of the abdomen), a double-barrel ureterostomy (both ureters are brought to the same side, two holes) or a transureteroureterostomy (both ureters are brought to the same side, one hole). 15

CHOOSING A STOMA SITE
The presence of a stoma can be a psychological burden for a patient, and the burden is increased enormously if the stoma is badly sited or badly constructed. 16 When choosing a stoma site, it is best to avoid bony prominences, the umbilicus, old wounds and scars, skin folds and the waistline. To reduce the risk of parastomal hernia, it should be constructed through the rectus muscle, not lateral to it. 17

EMPTYING METHODS
Stomas can be incontinent or continent. An incontinent colostomy provides no voluntary control over the passage of stool or gas because unlike the anus, the stoma does not have a sphincter muscle. 18 As a result, an appliance must be worn at all times. A continent colostomy is one where a catheter is used to flush it, allowing for the patient to not wear a pouch, but rather just a gauze cap over the stoma, and to schedule irrigation for times that are convenient. 6 This is known as Koch’s pouch ileostomy.

PRE-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT
Determining whether a stoma is necessary is a decision which needs to be based on a patient by patient basis. Due to lifestyle impact of the surgery, the decision is made after careful consultation with the patient. The patient should ideally be seen by a stoma nurse, who will mark an appropriate place on the abdomen for the stoma and offer preoperative education on stoma management. In order to empty and cleanse the bowel, the patient may be placed on a low-residue diet for several days prior to surgery. Enemas may be used for procedures involving the left side of the large bowel. 6 However, in an emergency situation all of these may not be possible.

POST-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT
After the operation, fluids and electrolytes are infused intravenously until the patient's diet can gradually be resumed, beginning with liquids. Usually within 72 hours, passage of gas and stool through the stoma begins. Initially, the stool is liquid, gradually thickening as the patient begins to take solid foods. The patient is usually out of bed in eight to 24 hours after surgery and can be discharged in two to four days, 8 if there are no complications.

During the hospital stay, the patient should be educated on how to care for the stoma. A schedule of how often to change the pouch should be established. Regular assessment and meticulous care of the skin surrounding the stoma is important to maintain an adequate surface on which to attach the pouch. After leaving hospital, the stoma nurse should continue to see the patient to provide help. Dietary counseling may also be needed to help with normal bowel function. 8

Following an ileostomy, the stoma effluent will have a high water and salt content. The patient should therefore increase fluid intake to prevent dehydration. 18 With a urostomy, the condition of the ureters is monitored by investigations such as intravenous urography, repeated postoperatively at regular intervals. 19

The recovery period for this surgery may vary between patients, depending on the patient's overall health prior to surgery and the patient's willingness to participate in stoma care. 8

COMPLICATIONS OF STOMAS
Complications of stomas can be divided into early (occurring within 30 days) and late (occurring after 30 days). Early complications include haemorrhage, ischaemia, obstruction, retraction and high output from the stoma. Late complications include obstruction, dermatitis, prolapse, parastomal hernia, fistulae, abscesses and psychological problems. 5
Ischaemia of stoma tissue is caused by inadequate blood supply; this complication is usually visible 12-24 hours after the operation and may require additional surgery. A retracted stoma functions at or below skin level. It may be due to not enough bowel being available to create a protruding stoma or due to retraction of the stoma itself. A retracted stoma can prove problematic because the stool has the tendency to pass underneath the appliance resulting in stool leakage and skin soreness. It can be treated by adding convexity or flexibility to the pouching system. 20 Stenosis (narrowing at the opening of the stoma) is often associated with infection around the stoma or scarring. Mild stenosis can be removed under local anesthesia. Severe stenosis may require surgery for reshaping the stoma. A prolapsed stoma is an increase in the length of the stoma. The causes include obesity, too large an abdominal opening for the bowel, increased intra-abdominal pressure (coughing, sneezing or vigorous peristalsis), multiple previous incisions or the stoma being sited outside the rectus muscle. In the event of a prolapse, it is recommended that the patient lie down and the stoma be covered with a warm damp cloth. The bowel can then be gently manipulated back in place. An abdominal binder or prolapse guard can be used to prevent the prolapse from reoccurring. If the prolapse is not resolved by the above measures, surgical repair or relocation of the stoma site may be necessary. A parastomal hernia is characterised by a bulging of the area around the stoma. The incidence of parastomal hernias is probably 30% to 50%. 21 It can occur due to weak abdominal muscles or inadequate healing. It can result in a blockage or obstruction. Parastomal hernias are more commonly found when the stoma is sited outside the rectus muscle. They can be supported by a hernia belt or treated by surgical repair. Suture repair of a parastomal hernia or relocation of the stoma results in a high recurrence rate, whereas with mesh repair recurrence rates are lower. 20 Several mesh repair techniques are used in open and laparoscopic surgery, but randomized trials comparing various techniques and with long-term follow-up are needed for better evidence. 22 The psychological acceptance of a stoma by a patient can require a great amount of psychological resources and social support. Systemic reviews show that in the short term, most patients experience negative feelings after stoma formation. 22 Poor psychosocial adjustment to stoma surgery has been shown to correlate to depression and predict death later on. 23 Qualified nurses should encourage patients to express their feelings and seek counselling as needed, which may be provided by specialist stoma nurses.

Additional problems specific to ileostomies include short gut syndrome, electrolyte imbalance and dehydration. Malabsorption requires careful nutrition. Electrolyte losses, especially bicarbonate and potassium, need replacing, and dehydration requires increased fluid intake. Additional complications which are specific to urostomies include formation of pouch stones and sepsis. Stones occur when the urine is too alkaline. They can cause stomal irritation and bleeding. They can be prevented by keeping the stoma clean and maintaining acidic urine. 24 With orthotopic neobladder formation (see section on ‘New advances - alternatives to the stoma’, below), incontinence or hypercontinence may present unique challenges in patient management. 25 The rate of stoma complications varies from study to study, and has been reported to range from 10-70%, 26 depending on the methodology of the study, the length of follow-up and the definition of a ‘complication’. Surgical technique and surgeon experience may also be a key factor. 27 Almost all patients will have some minor skin irritation and this is the most frequently reported stoma complication. 28 Patient gender, the presence of cancer, diverticulitis or stoma location and type were not associated with an increase in stoma complications. 28 However, obesity, increasing age, emergency surgery and inflammatory bowel disease has been shown to increase the risk of having a complication. 29 Enterostomal nursing reduces the risk of having complications. 29 Overall, thirty percent of ostomies will need surgical re-intervention within the first ten years. 30

NEW ADVANCES - ALTERNATIVES TO THE STOMA

Alternatives to ostomies may avoid the need to wear a pouch on the skin, thus can be more acceptable to the patient. However, they are complex operations and are only available in a small number of specialist hospitals.

Alternatives to colostomies include total anorectal reconstruction and posterior sagittal anorectoplasty. Total anorectal reconstruction can be used to avoid end colostomies in patients who have undergone abdominoperineal excision. The technique involves recreating a stimulated neosphincter with the gracilis muscle or with the implantation of an artificial sphincter. Both techniques can be performed either at the time of the rectal excision or as a delayed operation, according to the patients’ wishes. 31 Most patients who have undergone anorectal reconstruction unfortunately suffer from incontinence to
some degree. However, the psychological benefit of avoidance of an abdominal stoma may outweigh the inconvenience of incontinence. 32 Posterior sagittal anorectoplasty was used for the first time in 1980 to treat congenital anorectal malformations. This approach consists of a wide exposure, through a midline posterior incision, to determine the limits of the sphincter mechanism and to place the rectum within its limits. The posterior sagittal approach has also been used for the treatment of acquired conditions including tumours and fistulas. It can also have a role as an alternative to a stoma. 33

Alternatives to ileostomies include the ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (J-pouch), colonic J-pouch, transverse coloplasty and side-to-end anastomosis. The ileal pouch-anal anastomosis technique was first presented in 1986. 34 It is the most common surgical procedure for patients with ulcerative colitis. 35 It is also known as ileal reservoir reconstruction, ileal pouch-anal anastomosis, restorative proctocolectomy, or W-, S-, or J-pouch reconstruction. Pouchitis is the main complication, with fifty percent of patients experiencing at least one attack. 35 In 1986, two French centres were the first to report the use of a colonic J-pouch after low anterior resection. 36 Two separate meta-analyses showed the colonic J-pouch to be superior to the straight anastomosis in terms of anastomatic leak, faecal incontinence and stool frequency. 37 38

The transverse coloplasty was first presented in 1999 by Swiss surgeons Z’graggen, Maurer, and Büchler. 39 The technique is similar to a pyloroplasty; the colon is opened longitudinally and a transverse coloplasty pouch is formed by closing the wound transversely. The continent-preserving neorectal reconstruction is completed by either a stapled anastomosis or a handsewn end-to-end pouch-anal anastomosis. 39 It results in similar bowel function outcomes to the colonic J-pouch; however, there is some evidence that the transverse coloplasty procedure results in more anastomatic dehiscences. 37 The advantages of the transverse coloplasty pouch are the simplicity of the technique and the facilitated tension-free anastomosis of the neorectum to the dentate line. This is a particular advantage in obese patients with a thick mesocolon and in individuals with a narrow muscular pelvis or a short mesocolon. 39 The side-to-end anastomosis results in similar bowel function outcomes as the colonic J-pouch, and may be considered in patients whose anatomy is not amenable to colonic J-pouch reconstruction. 37

Continent urinary diversion may surgically be carried out by orthotopic bladder substitution, continent cutaneous reservoirs or rectal reservoirs. Orthotopic bladder substitution is the most commonly used and the most preferred type of continent urinary diversion, mainly because of the advantage of micturition through the patients own urethra. However, this advantage has to be balanced against a significant rate of urinary incontinence, particularly nighttime incontinence, reported as being between 17 and 34%. 40 Continent cutaneous urinary diversion with an ileocecal pouch is a highly satisfactory and safe option for patients, in whom orthotopic urinary diversion is impossible or contraindicated. 41

CONCLUSION

Stoma operations form a large part of the colorectal surgeon’s workload. The number of people living with a stoma in the UK is increasing. New techniques are becoming available as alternatives to stomas but are highly complex and not available everywhere.
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